ADDENDUM # 1

From: Lena Butler, Purchasing Supervisor
To: All Bidders
Project: Purchase of Multi-Purpose Night Vision Monoculars
Date: February 14, 2019

This addendum is related to the County’s Request for Bids “RFB- Purchase of Multi-Purpose Night Vision Monoculars” and is hereby made a part of said Request for Bids to the same extent as though it were originally therein.

Questions Received:

1. Is there a specific helmet mount required for the PVS-14s if desired? Most kits do not provide helmet mounts as it’s considered a separate accessory? **No, specific mount not required (Agency will buy mount accessory for devices after we receive them.)**

2. Would 50 hours of approximate battery life, be acceptable for the PVS-14s? **Yes**

3. Is there a specific water proof depth? **No specific water proof depth required.**

4. Is the PVS-24 being mounted on a specific firing platform? **Bolt Action .308 / Remington 700**

   5. Do we need to provide a sample of the devices? **No. Agency already has similar devices and doesn’t require a T&E sample.**

6. Are batteries required with devices at drop shipment? **No. Not required. Agency has batteries already. If vendor wants to provide batteries, that is their discretion. Devices received in the past had batteries included.**

7. Are there any performance specifications for the devices on this requirement? **The only performance spec requested, Prefer white phosphorus instead of green phosphorous**

8. Is there a particular delivery expectation on this requirement, IE must be delivered within 60 days? **No specific delivery time required. Vendor should note on their bid the expected time of delivery after receipt of order.**

9. Our warranty policy covers goods that are non-conforming. Given this, will you accept the following exception to terms: Acceptance to be Certificate of Conformance? **Yes**

10. We also manufacturer the Harris 7030 in conjunction with Knights Armament Company. The 7030 is a superior system in that it has patented bore sight technology allowing the user to clip-on this device without any need of adjusting the main day scope. Can we submit the Harris 7030 as a potential replacement for the PVS-24? **Yes, please submit the Harris 7030. The agency requires the “quick release” or “clip-on”. The day scope CAN NOT be adjusted.**
Please include a copy of this Addendum with your Bid.

Company Name:____________________________________________________

Signature:________________________________________________________